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Jewel Box sized home theater is a diamond
mine of experiences.
Set in “America’s Most Livable City”,
St. Petersburg Florida is home to yet
another
remarkable
world-class
LEADER cinema system. St. Pete is
the jewel nestled in the Tampa Bay
metro area. The shimmering ocean
views, consistent angelic blue skies
and great contemporary living thrives
in a community with the highest per
capita income of Florida’s four largest
cities.
Sophisticated, indulgent,
discriminating home owners have
defined a local culture of passionate
excellence. Evident of this fact is the
proliferation of luxury European
imports: furnishings, art, fashion,
interior designers, decorators and
artisans. With a median age of 39,
and actually growing younger, St.
Petersburg is a city with a well
educated work force with a spending
power in excess of $3 billion annually.

When Philippe Berriot and his
wife, award winning architect,
Lisa Wannemacher decided on
a Screening Room for their
3,000 sq ft town home, they
discussed the concept with
associates
in
the
Entertainment Industry, and
Leader Cinema Beverly Hills
received the call. Leader then
knew a unique challenge lay
ahead. Only a studio oriented
company could achieve the
results that professional pilot
Philippe and music sensualist
Lisa desired.

THE CHALLENGE:
Leader is well known for its exceptional
LHF ™ Leader Hollywood Format ™
professional screening rooms. With LHF
™…everything is very large, very precise,
dramatic and well just amazing.
This “Jewel Box” was to become,
physically,
the
smallest
project
undertaken. With room dimensions of
12’ x 12’ x 12’ almost any attempt at
creating an approximation of a top flight
“studio grade” sounding room would be a
daunting task. The end result, became a
remarkable achievement. This creative
and successful outcome was the direct
result of highly skilled and motivated
client who, along with the avant-garde
design concepts provided by Leader went
the distance…check book in hand…to pull
it off.
In the world of acoustics, a cube shaped
room is doomed to failure. This room
required a unique approach to acoustical
treatment.

The sound system also had to be
optimized in order to operate at a
sophisticated level.
EMMY AWARD Winner, Michael
Leader was quick to draw upon
previous experience, in the design of
High Definition Mobile Television
Remote trucks. These 16 wheelers
have space and size constraints.
With construction budgets
in the range of $15 million per truck,
every ounce of weight and square ½
inch of space is all at a premium. So
too is the area which houses massive
sound mixing consoles and the
speakers/monitoring system which
ultimately entertains you at home.
With a typical space in a megamillion dollar trailer less than ½ the
size of The Jewel Box, LEADER’s
ultimate result is a crowning
achievement in small room acoustics.
THE RESIDENCE:
The interior design and inspiration
behind the elegant modern space
was the result of a unique
French/American balance in attitude.
The Living Room’s feature wall and
artistic use of Venetian Plaster
finished in aquamarine blue and
turquoise, to the soft hues of wood
in the kitchen accented by industrial
grade stainless steel provides the
eye with contrast and movement,
the distinguishing elements in most
art forms.
The waterfront views from this two
level 3,200 sq ft residence certainly
has a signature element.
Upon entering via the main doors,
the screening room is located
immediately to ones right. The clean
lines of the glass wall and 9 ft glass
door again provides elegance and
drama as one enters “The Jewel
Box”. The room feels lush….there is
a “softness” to the sound as one
speaks, a quite elegance amidst the
hard surfaces in hallways, lobby’s,
elevator lobby’s and generally public
spaces everywhere.
As one becomes accustomed to the
ambience, ones expectations are
piqued upon realizing the enormity of
the screen in such a miniature room.
At 9’ 3” this will be a cinematic
“IMAX” sized event…..all in crystal
clear studio grade Hi-Definition.

THE THEATER, The Design
Leader analyzed the complexities imposed by the limitations
of suitable space. The company exchanged sketches and
conceptual ideas from the West coast to the East Coast.
Finally, all parties agreed on the concept and a realistic
budget was established to tame the room’s impossible
echoes.
The floor was hard wood over concrete.
Ceiling…..very hard concrete. Side wall: ¾ glass…also very
hard and reflective. The remaining 3 walls….dry wall. This
box, was acoustical “hell” and no conversation could be
carried out in that room during construction!
Leader Engineering knew very well, that the main LeftCenter-Right speaker array associated with the front “Screen
Channels” had to be of the Constant Directivity type.
Speaker systems of this nature have exceptionally tight
control patterns which assists in keeping sound from
splashing off walls and destroying the ability to “image”
properly. These reflections also seriously affect the overall
sound of the system which imparts an irritating “harshness”
or distortion into the sound. So, it was necessary to design
both the speaker system and the room as extensions of each
other.
In our Vancouver Canada manufacturing facility, we again
were fortunate to have the use of a room with similar
dimensions. We were able to test “in situ”. The end result?
Presto!!!!! Amazing !

During this 6 month manufacturing and design phase, Leader
had shipped professional studio grade wiring harnesses and
related cables which were incorporated into the floor and wall
systems. AC Power requirements were installed to Leader’s
specification prior to the installation crew’s arrival.
After certification of the LEADER HRRM*3 / DOLBY Digital 6.1
surround system in Leader’s facility, the massive 1,245 LBS
sound system was created and shipped to Florida. The
client, so impressed with the build quality of the two crates,
decided to make use of them to ship items to their residence
in the South of France!
The construction crew had the wall panels 80 percent
completed upon arrival of Michael Leader, who elected to
oversee the absolute installation and certification/calibration
process. The floating ceiling became an acoustical cloud
which was made up of numerous compartments. This was
necessary to eliminate floor to ceiling reflections while
assisting in significantly improving the room’s low frequency
(bass) response. The front screen wall is treated acoustically
in a different manner from the side and rear walls.
With the projector in place…it was time 5 days later to turn it
on….turn it up….enjoy…and after exclaiming W-O-W for the
hundredth time…..when turned down to a whisper….again,
the elegance in both music and cinema were…perfect…
just perfect.

HRRM*3 TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE DATA
Studio Version
Suitable for well damped control rooms and theaters
Between 1,500 to 3,500 Cubic Feet
Room (Florida Project)

144 Square Feet
1,642 Cubic Feet

Acoustical Treatment:

LEDE Modified
Complex Floating Ceiling
1/8 space loading for LF

SPL per Screen Channel:

117 dB SPL @ 1 meter
Linear
122 dB SPL @ 1 meter
Peak

L-C-R Main Speakers:

3 way active
Constant Directivity mid/hi
Di = 10.7
Weight Each: 58 lbs
Mid Power: 80/650 watts
HF Power: 25/200 watts

Low Frequency:

RS 1500-6.8-29SD (3 systems)
15” woofers per enclosure
400 watts LTA
2.8 Kw @ 10 milliseconds PK
Power Bandwidth: 24-90 Hz
8 ACOUSTIC Watts per encl.
Weight each: 142 lbs

LFE/Sub Woofer Channel: Under DXMS control, the 3 x
RS 1500 enclosures combine
to create a 2 x 15 inch subwoofer system @ 1,200 watts
LTA (Long Term Average).
Headroom is greater than 15
dB above Dolby Peak Level.
System Headroom:

10 dB above Dolby PK
Cinema Level

Speaker Management:

DXMS 24 Studio Version
24 dB per octave

Main Mid/Hi amplifiers:
Low Frequency amps:
Surrounds:

3 x Type 10
3 x Type 2500
2 x Type 2.8

Surround Speakers:

4 x Matrix 502

Subjective impression of audio imaging provides pin
point and immersive L / R stereo imaging
LFE/Sub Woofer Channel: The unique
application of Leader’s processing is a result of
our Leader Hollywood Format ™ large format
professional Hollywood studio systems. Each
low frequency section dedicated to each screen
channel receives the .1 channel LFE (Low
Frequency Effects) information. This specific
installation in St Petersburg Florida makes use of
two Leader 1500 15 inch enclosures which forms
the three way, tri-amplified Left and Right
screen channels. The two enclosures couple
together as the LFE channel is summed into the
L & R channel low frequency sections. The
improvements in bass modal distribution is
superior to using a single sub-woofer system.
Further, during the calibration process, delays
may be programmed into the digital processor to
control only the distribution of the 25-100 Hz
LFE channel. The clarity, depth and overall
richness of the bass and attack can not be
matched by using any other method.
The LFE channel spec:
Total amplifier power: 2,500 watts @ 8 Ohms
Calculated max SPL @ 28 Hz = 124 dB SPL
Power Bandwidth: 26 – 125 Hz

Acoustic power: 22 ACOUSTIC WATTS

Audio quality and clarity: shimmering, liquid,
sensual, deep, romantic
Multi-channel Dolby and dts: The walls disappear.
The room feels much larger.
Feels as if the room is breathing.
Great sense of spaciousness. Smooth sound…
deep, rich..scary
Movie music sounds great.
Actors voices from center channel sounds realistic life
like….clear and articulate without irritating harshness I
hear in many other systems.

Room Reverberation Time: 0.4 seconds mid band
Stereo Image: 60 degrees subtended
@ 2.5 H screen image
Effective stereo image width @ -6 dB = 17 feet
Left / Right speaker separation: 10 ft (physical)

The front screen wall is treated acoustically in a different manner from the side and rear walls.
With the projector in place…it was time 5 days later to turn it on….turn it up….enjoy…and after
exclaiming W-O-W for the hundredth time…..when turned down to a whisper….again, the elegance
in both music and cinema were…perfect…just perfect.
TECHNICAL:
Sound System:

Leader HRRM*3 ™ Project Studio System

Description:

Professional Studio Format 6.1 DOLBY / LEADER surround

Equipment:

3 x Leader Matrix 802 speaker systems, bi-amplified
3 x Leader RS 1500-6.8-29 SD 15 inch low frequency
4 x Leader 802 Surround speakers
5 x Leader 2.8 amplifiers (total power: 1,000 watts)
1 x Leader 2500 amplifier (total power: 2,500 watts)
1 x Leader DXMSjr digital speaker management system
1 x Leader AXO center channel speaker management
1 x Leader PEQ center channel equalization system
1 x Leader LHF/LFE sub woofer management system
1 x Leader 17.8 Dolby Processor
1 x custom control system, not a Leader Product

Sound system:

$ 88,765 USD

Weight:

1,250 lbs Gross Shipping Weight

System Net Weight: 990 lbs

Picture and Projection:

Gamma corrected digital projection
1 x Panasonic E 900 Projector
1 x Leader mini studiio 1.5 gain screen
W= 8.5 feet x H=4.8 feet

VIEWING DISTANCE:

HDTV 1.77:1 H= 4.8 ft VD= 2.5 H
Scope 2.35:1 H= 3.6 ft VD=3.2 H

Room Acoustics:

Leader HRRM*3 Project Studio package, custom design

Overall System/Project cost:

$ 135,000 USD (Technical and acoustical)

End to End time frame:

8 months
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